Academic and Scholarly Articles

Academic and scholarly articles are well respected, high quality, primary research articles, valued for their rich and knowledgeable content written by expert authors. Containing an analytical, theoretical, or research focus, these articles are written for other professionals, researchers and students who want to have in-depth, cutting-edge, knowledge of the field.


A further designation of “peer-reviewed” is given to those articles that have passed the scrutiny of a team of academic or professional “peers.” Peer review is considered the “gold standard.”

Note: Academic/scholarly journals may also contain editorials, current awareness, book reviews, and news articles as well as academic/scholarly articles. So be critical in your selection.

Academic and Scholarly Article Characteristics:

· written by experts and academics in the discipline, many with doctorate degrees;

· written for researchers, professionals, and students in the field

· primary sources -- presents new knowledge in the discipline

· contains in-depth analytical, theoretical, or research orientated information (often 10-50 pages)

· includes a bibliography citing pertinent primary sources (laws, cases, statistics) and specific knowledge on the topic

· uses professional and technical vocabulary and concepts of the discipline

· published in academic/scholarly journals (note: Academic/scholarly journals may also contain editorials, current awareness, book reviews, and news articles as well as academic/scholarly articles. So be critical in your selection.)

· published monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or annually